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GUITAR ENSEMBLES

NOVEMBER 7, 2017 - 7:30 PM
CAINE PERFORMANCE HALL, USU CAMPUS
GUITAR ENSEMBLE CONCERT

Acoustic Ensemble
Angus Cambell
Russische Spielstucke fur 3 Gitarren
Superstition
Andrew Boylan, Clara Braegger, Joseph Caringella,
Jackie Daniels, Curtis Wardle, Chris Jessee–Cajon

Electric Ensemble 2
Moanin’
All Blues
Pick Up the Pieces
Andrew Boylan, Thomas Durrant, Ivan Gygi, Benjamin Ovard,
Dylan Cox–Bass, Chris Jessee–Drums

Electric Guitar Ensemble 1
Tangerine
Angel Eyes
Above it All
My Mama Told Me So
Hunter Bergman, Terrell Brady, Joshua Campelone, Ivan Gygi,
Aaron Larson, Mark Small–Bass, Justice Ferguson–Drums

Bobby Timmons, arr. Michael Frew
Miles Davis, arr. Corey Christiansen
Roger Ball and Hamish Stuart, arr. Randall Haley

Victor Scherzinger, arr. Al Baculis
Matt Dennis, arr. Al Baculis
Fred Hamilton
Joe Sample, arr. Michael Christiansen
MISSION STATEMENT

The Caine College of the Arts serves the people of the State of Utah and supports the mission of Utah State University by cultivating artistic and academic excellence, by preparing our students to realize their full creative potential as artists and citizens, by increasing the visibility of the college and university, and by fostering professionalism and collegial relationships in all aspects of our operations.
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